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PageRouter Delivers In-Plant Intelligent Alarms In Seconds, Eliminating Costly Production Delays
Due To Late Response
Markham, Ont., - Canamex Communications offers easy-to-install PageRouter software to deliver, within
seconds, detailed factory alarms to staff anywhere within the plant. In these times of lean production
operations, every second counts. There's no need to wonder about potential breakdowns or lost production
time, thanks to this unique wireless communication product.
Canamex President Jorge Fernandez is excited to offer PageRouter, a software-based messaging engine
that can be applied to any industry. PageRouter combines technical ingenuity with the art of simplicity in a
small package that can save a factory literally millions in costly production delays. For a relatively small cost,
companies can now breathe a sigh of relief knowing their expensive production machinery and process have
a reliable safety feature.
Wherever wireless instant alarms are required, PageRouter delivers unrivalled quality, consistency and
ease of use.
PageRouter is especially useful in high-noise environments where traditional alarms or two-way voice
communication are not effective. PageRouter is used in production facilities to send automatic alarm details
from existing factory equipment to wireless devices such as Canamex’s in-plant pagers. PageRouter can
notify one or any number of individuals, within seconds, wherever in the plant they may be. Staff can
access messaging from unlimited computers via a browser.
Messages from Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs), master controllers, sensors and even wireless
panic buttons, are instantly relayed to alert staff of machine breakdowns, fire, spills, power failures or
medical emergencies. Response time is critical and PageRouter saves valuable seconds when it
counts.
"It's the manufacturing wireless alert product of tomorrow, today," said Fernandez, who has spent more than
30 years in designing and manufacturing wireless solutions. "It's suited to any factory application and offers
loss prevention benefits, which is critical in production today."
PageRouter can receive plain ASCII text from factory equipment; transmit programmable canned messages
triggered when PLC relays open or close; receive emails from equipment and send them to staff; deliver
programmable messages when wireless panic buttons are pressed. PageRouter can be integrated to any
plant operation.
Connecting PageRouter is fast and easy, again saving companies time, money and resources. Canamex
personnel walk purchasers through the installation process. The customer only has to install a wall-mounted
antenna, a small onsite paging transmitter and cables from the PLCs and/or the production control
computer. Canamex delivers as many pocket pagers as required. These units boast heavy duty
construction, a very strong vibrator and a four-line display.
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Canamex also provides training and programming assistance through an online session. Complete
installation and programming takes about 40 minutes and saves your company time, money and resources.
Founded in 1978, Canamex Communications has a long history of developing products that have contributed
to the advancement of the telecommunications industry. The company has an ambitious development
program and currently has customers across Canada and the United States in every industry including
healthcare and manufacturing. For more information, contact Jorge Fernandez, President, 1-800-387-4237,
jorge.fernandez@canamexcom.com or visit www.canamexcom.com.
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